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Height:

Width:

42” / 1066.8 mm

33” / 838.2 mm

6”

52” / 1320.8 mm

23” / 584.2mm

26” / 660.4 mm

Seal Bar

Machine Dimensions

Length:

Conveyor 

Length:

Width:

Width:

Details
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Length:

Height:

23” / 584.2 mm

26” / 660.4 mm

Max Product Height
Sealing Mechanism Hot Wire

Phase 1Ph

Infeed Type: Belt

Voltage

Benison LSA-605 Automatic L-Bar Sealer

19” / 482.6 mm



ABOUT BEST PACKAGING INC.
Best Packaging Inc. maintains and repairs some of the most complex

packaging lines. Since 1997, we have been consulting, designing,

and implementing packaging solutions to offer the best for your

operations.  In order to deliver our customers the greatest return on

their investment, we represent a variety of different brands of end-of-

line packaging equipment to ensure we’re matching the right solution

for your packaging needs. 

We only align ourselves with quality brands to make sure we are

delivering the best value.  It is our goal to provide the highest quality

service to make your job easier and more productive.. 

WHAT MAKES US BEST?
Best Packaging Inc has over 20 years of experience, designing,

installing, and servicing some of the most complex packaging lines.

Most end-of-line equipment brands offer different capabilities in terms of

ease, automation, integration, and performance. With our extensive

analysis of packaging machinery, we can match the best systems with

your needs based on the versatility of the job. 

Best Packaging's services include maintaining the equipment, and 

training  operators how to visually monitor the standard. We're available

24/7 to support your needs.  

Steve Kudia, Owner of Best Packaging,  serves on the ASTM committee.

As an ASTM member, Steve Kudia is part of a prestigious worldwide

network of technical experts. He aims to make sure processes stays

efficient by monitoring trends and educating customers on how they can

improve their supply chain performance.  

EQUIPMENT WE OFFER
Stretch Wrappers (Semi-automatic and Automatic)

Shrink Wrappers

Tray and Case Loaders

Tray and Case Erectors

Corrugated Case Formers

Conveyors

Palletizers

Strappers & Banders (Handheld and Automatic)

and many more....
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